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Abstract 12 

This paper puts forward a crowdsensing framework for employing smartphones in monitoring 13 

populations of bridges in future smart cities. In this regard, since there are a variety of vehicles 14 

with different features traveling over the bridge at different speeds, it is critical to investigate 15 

the robustness of indirect monitoring methods against vehicle features. Hence, an experimental 16 

study has been performed, including two lab-scale bridges with different boundary conditions 17 

and a robot car capable of maintaining a variety of speeds and suspension systems. The 18 

proposed framework focuses on the identification of frequencies of the bridge using 19 

acceleration signals recorded on the car. It is demonstrated that through a large set of passing 20 

cars with different features, the fundamental frequency of the bridge can be captured. 21 

Successful identification of the deviation of fundamental frequencies between two bridges with 22 

relatively close frequency values proves that the framework is capable of detecting damage-23 

induced frequency changes of the bridge. Since this framework relies on using smartphones, it 24 

provides the opportunity to efficiently monitor a plethora of bridges in a metropolitan with 25 

minimum cost. 26 

Keywords: Smart city; Indirect monitoring; Bridge; Smartphone; Frequency analysis. 27 
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Introduction 28 

Urban population growth in recent decades has created complications in the management of 29 

urban cities (Graham 2010). To overcome such difficulties, the concept of Smart City has been 30 

developed by employing smart sensing, computing, and communication technologies in urban 31 

management (Chourabi et al. 2012; Washburn et al. 2010). Applications of smart technologies 32 

in transportation infrastructure have been widely studied in the literature (Adeli and Jiang 2009; 33 

Glancy 2014; Xiong et al. 2012). Bridges, as key components of transportation networks, are 34 

prone to structural damage resulting in an irrecoverable financial and time loss (Ham et al. 35 

2005). Many bridge structures in modern countries have reached their design life and will need 36 

to be monitored and retrofitted to remain in service in a cost-effective manner. For example, 37 

according to Canadian Infrastructural Report Card (2016), about 26% of bridges in Canada are 38 

in fair, poor, or very poor conditions. Sustainability of transportation networks relies on 39 

appropriate monitoring and maintenance operations on bridges. Hence, Structural Health 40 

Monitoring (SHM) techniques have been proposed as a critical component of viable 41 

transportation networks (Wenzel 2008). 42 

 Traditionally, most of the proposed SHM methods require bridge instrumentation with 43 

fixed sensors installed on the bridge; see Catbas et al. (2008), Guan et al. (2018), Gul and 44 

Catbas (2009), Hoult et al. (2010), Hsieh et al. (2006), Ko and Ni (2005), and Wong (2004) 45 

among others. The functionality and accuracy of these methods have been demonstrated in 46 

those studies. However, the feasibility of employing such direct SHM methods to a large 47 

number of bridges is a major concern. Instrumentation of each bridge with fixed sensors and 48 

creating a data collection network is costly and time-consuming, and cannot be employed to 49 

all bridges. Hence, new SHM methods have been suggested through focusing on sensors placed 50 

in passing vehicles as moving sensors, i.e. indirect monitoring of bridges. 51 
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 Indirect bridge monitoring concept was first proposed by Yang et al. (2004). They 52 

performed a dynamic analysis of vehicle-bridge interaction for a simple 2D beam model 53 

representing the bridge and a moving mass-spring system representing the vehicle. It was 54 

shown that the frequency of the bridge can be extracted from the vibration of the vehicle. 55 

Afterward, many studies followed indirect bridge monitoring (Malekjafarian et al. 2015), 56 

which can be divided into analytical/numerical studies (Hattori et al. 2012; Hester and 57 

González 2017; Keenahan et al. 2014; OBrien et al. 2017; Yang and Chen 2016), lab-scale 58 

experiments (Cerda et al. 2014; Mei et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2013), and real-life experiments 59 

(Kim and Lynch 2012; Lin and Yang 2005; Siringoringo and Fujino 2012). All these studies 60 

corroborate the fact that bridge dynamic response exists in the vibration of the passing vehicle 61 

and can be extracted to assess the bridge condition. Hence, instrumentation of vehicles with 62 

accelerometers may provide an effective source of monitoring many bridges within a city. 63 

More recently, an alternative way of employing indirect monitoring methods using the 64 

smartphones of the passengers in vehicles has been proposed by several research groups as 65 

discussed below. 66 

 In the context of smart cities, smartphones are critical devices as they may provide 67 

valuable crowdsensing data. They have important sensors, including accelerometer, gyroscope, 68 

GPS, etc., which can be used in monitoring of different structures (Feng et al. 2015; Kong et 69 

al. 2018; Morgenthal et al. 2018; Ozer and Feng 2016, 2017; Zhao et al. 2017). In regard to 70 

transportation network, smartphones have been previously proved as an effective tool to 71 

estimate traffic incidents, like congestions or accidents (Bhoraskar et al. 2012; Händel et al. 72 

2014; Mohan et al. 2008). However, their application to indirect SHM had not been 73 

investigated until recent studies show that smartphones can be used as reliable sensors to collect 74 

acceleration data and apply them into indirect health monitoring techniques to assess bridge 75 

conditions. Mei and Gül (2018) proposed an indirect damage detection method based on Mel-76 
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frequency cepstral coefficients and used a smartphone to detect multiple damage states on a 77 

lab-scale bridge model. They showed for the first time in the literature that the damage in the 78 

bridge model can be identified using the smartphone on a car model even if the speed, weight, 79 

and suspension of the car are varied between experiments. In another study, Matarazzo et al. 80 

(2018) performed a real-life experiment to investigate the possibility of capturing bridge 81 

frequencies using smartphones. These studies arrive at the same conclusion that the recorded 82 

vibration of the vehicle is highly dominated by vehicle features, such as suspension, mass, 83 

speed, etc. 84 

 Previously, many experiments studied the effect of car features on the frequency spectrum 85 

of the vehicle. Most of the past studies on indirect health monitoring of bridges were conducted 86 

using dedicated professional accelerometers placed in the vehicles to collect data from the car 87 

while this study focuses on using smartphones as data collecting devices in future smart cities. 88 

Li et al. (2019) studied the effect of speed on the frequency content recorded on the cars passing 89 

over the bridge through a lab scale test. Their conclusion was that lower speeds benefits the 90 

process of frequency identification. Similar conclusion was made in another study by Kim et 91 

al. (2011). However, the car models in both studies were not motorized while the data in our 92 

experiments shows that the main effect of the change in the speed of the car on the spectrum is 93 

due to the change in the revolving speed of the motor, which is also expected in real-life 94 

practice. In another study, Mei et al. (2019) conducted laboratory experiments where both 95 

speed and suspension stiffness of the car were considered. However, the damage detection 96 

method employed in that study did not focus on the modal analysis of the acceleration data. 97 

In regard to large-scale indirect monitoring of populations of bridges in smart cities, where 98 

there are different vehicles with different features traveling at different speeds, it is vital to 99 

investigate the robustness of indirect monitoring method using smartphones against vehicle 100 

features. Hence, this study focuses on the application of smartphones in different cars traveling 101 
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at different speeds to capture frequencies of the bridge. Several laboratory experiments are 102 

conducted using two experimental bridge models with different support conditions, and also a 103 

robot car model capable of changing suspension springs and traveling speeds. In total, three 104 

spring types and three speeds were applied to the car, resulting in 9 combinations. The 105 

experiment consists of three stages. First, vibration analysis of the bridge is conducted to 106 

extract natural frequencies of the bridge. Next, robot car vibration is analyzed to study the 107 

frequency spectrum of the car while moving on a rigid non-vibrating surface. Finally, the 108 

vibration of the car while moving on the bridge is studied. Comparing results of these three 109 

stages provides the possibility of investigating the robustness of using smartphones to capture 110 

bridge frequencies against vehicle features. 111 

Methodology 112 

In this section, first the fundamental notion of vehicle-bridge interaction and its application to 113 

this research is explained. Afterward, the frequency-domain analysis applied to the vibration 114 

signals is described. 115 

Vehicle‐bridge Interaction 116 

Vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) is the main concept in indirect bridge monitoring. Due to the 117 

dynamic interaction, vibrations of vehicle and bridge are coupled to each other. In other words, 118 

the vibration of a vehicle moving over a bridge consists of both the vehicle and the bridge 119 

vibration. One of the first studies to investigate this notion was performed by Yang and Yau 120 

(1997). In that study, a simple 2D beam model was used to model a bridge and a moving spring-121 

mass system was considered as the vehicle. The following equation was derived in that paper: 122 

  
'' '''

''

( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )

( ) ( ) ( , ) 0
b b

v v v v b

m x u x t E x I x u x t c x t

m u t k u t u x t

  
   

 (1) 123 

where x is the distance to the bridge end, t is the time, v is the speed of the vehicle, ( )m x  is the 124 

distributed mass of the bridge per unit length, E(x) and I(x) are the elastic modulus and moment 125 
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of inertia of the bridge section, respectively, vm  and vk  are the mass and stiffness of the 126 

vehicle, and c(x, t) is the contact force. Furthermore, bu  and vu  are the vertical displacements 127 

of the bridge and the vehicle relative to the equilibrium position, respectively. The first 128 

equation is the governing dynamic equilibrium of the bridge, and the second one is of the 129 

vehicle. As seen in Eq. (1), the dynamic response of the vehicle includes dynamic 130 

characteristics of the bridge which means using an appropriate signal processing technique, it 131 

would be possible to extract bridge dynamic features, e.g. frequencies, from the vibration of 132 

the vehicle. Although this model is simple and does not account for many challenges such as 133 

complicated vehicle model, road roughness, and environmental effects, the fact that the 134 

dynamic features of the bridge exist in the vibration of the vehicle still governs. 135 

Frequency‐domain analysis 136 

In this research, frequency content of the acceleration signal is calculated through an averaging 137 

method proposed by Welch (1967), here called Averaged Discrete Fourier Transform (ADFT), 138 

by averaging Fourier Transforms of the main signal over small windows. Eq. (2) describes 139 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) as follows: 140 

 
21

''

0

[ ] [ ]e
N j kn

N
v

n

X k u n
 



   (2) 141 

In this equation, ''
vu shows the acceleration signal recorded on the vehicle as previously defined 142 

in Eq. (1), N is the number of data points in the signal, and X denotes vector of DFTs, which is 143 

a complex vector containing amplitude and phase values. Moreover, k is an index representing 144 

step frequencies through the following equation: 145 

 for 0 1s

k
f f k N

N
     (3) 146 

where fs is the sampling frequency. Applying Eq. (2) to the whole acceleration signal results in 147 

a highly fluctuated spectrum, which is not suitable for peak analysis. However, if the signal is 148 

divided into multiple segments and each segment is considered as a separate signal in the DFT 149 
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process, following by averaging all the spectrums, the resulting spectrum will be smoother and 150 

more convenient for peak analysis. Among a variety of window functions proposed for 151 

selecting sub-signals (Harris 1978), hamming window is considered in this study. In addition, 152 

selected windows are not mutually exclusive to account for the effect of the transition and a 153 

percentage of the window length is considered as an overlap. Therefore, the ADFT of the signal 154 

is calculated through the following equation: 155 
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   (4) 156 

In Eq. (4), wm is the function for mth window and M is the total number of windows calculated 157 

by 158 

 1
(1 )

w

w
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M

p N


 

 
 (5) 159 

in which p is the overlap percentage of the windows. In this paper, since the lengths of most 160 

acceleration signals are between 6 to 12 seconds, 5 seconds hamming window and 75% overlap 161 

are considered. To increase the frequency resolution of ADFT spectrum, all windows are zero-162 

padded to 10 seconds, resulting in a 0.1 Hz resolution. Furthermore, the acceleration signals 163 

from the smartphone are resampled by interpolation before being converted to the frequency 164 

domain. The reason is that the sampling intervals of smartphones may not be perfectly 165 

consistent and deviate from the pre-set value. Although the android application developed in 166 

authors’ research group (Mei and Gül 2018) significantly improves the stability of sampling 167 

frequency, resampling of the signal still increases the accuracy of the calculation. 168 

In order to identify the most significant frequencies in each spectrum, a peak picking 169 

technique based on amplitude and prominence has been employed using MATLAB 170 

(Mathworks 2018). The prominence of a peak represents how the peak stands out due to its 171 

intrinsic height and location with respect to other adjacent peaks. A low but isolated peak can 172 

be more prominent than another one that is higher but is among a range of tall peaks. On the 173 
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other hand, two equally prominent peaks with a substantial difference in the amplitude are not 174 

equally significant in a spectrum. Hence, both the prominence and amplitude are considered as 175 

the criteria in this study. To this end, the amplitude and prominence values for all peaks in a 176 

spectrum are scaled to 100, and the peak score is defined as the average of its amplitude and 177 

prominence scores. This averaged score is then used as a criterion to quantify significance of 178 

the peaks in the spectrum. 179 

Experimental setup 180 

This section illustrates the material and devices used in this experiment. First, two bridge 181 

models are described. Subsequently, the features of the robot-car are explained. Finally, the 182 

instruments utilized to collect data during the experiment are presented. 183 

Bridge 184 

In this study, two types of bridges, one pin-roller and one fixed-fixed support, are considered. 185 

For both bridges, hot rolled steel plates of W44, which has the modulus of elasticity of 200 186 

GPa, yield strength of 250 MPa, and ultimate strength of 310 MPa, are used. These plates are 187 

2 m long and 330 mm wide. The thickness of the plates in two bridge types are different: a 12.7 188 

mm thick plate is used for the pin-roller bridge setup whereas a 6.35 mm thick plate is used for 189 

the fixed-fixed bridge setup. The reason for this selection is that using the low thickness plate 190 

for pin-roller support bridge results in a significant sag in the middle of the bridge, which 191 

prevents the speed of the robot car to be constant while traveling over the bridge. On the other 192 

hand, using a thick plate for the fixed-fixed support bridge will intensively increase the stiffness 193 

and frequency of the bridge, which not only makes the bridge vibration negligible with respect 194 

to the car, but also makes the experiment unrealistic. 195 

 Fig. 1 shows the setup for the pin-roller bridge. Here, one pin support and one roller 196 

support are employed to carry the 12.7 mm thick plate. In Fig. 2, the pin-roller support structure 197 

is illustrated. Both supports have the same structure, except that the pin is prevented from 198 
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moving horizontally while the roller is free to move. As seen, an approaching span is also 199 

considered for the first few seconds that the car accelerates and reaches the constant target 200 

speed. Furthermore, another plate is used at the end of the bridge so that the car completely 201 

leaves the bridge and then stops. An additional small thick plate is employed between the main 202 

span plate and the supports so that the approaching and end spans do not have any contact with 203 

the supports and hence do not affect their free rotation. 204 

 205 
Fig. 1. Pin-roller bridge setup 206 

 207 
Fig. 2. Pin/roller support 208 

 Fig. 3 demonstrates the setup for the fixed-fixed bridge. In this bridge, both supports are 209 

assumed to be completely fixed. In order to reach full fixity, two 25 cm long W10×54 steel 210 

profile beams are used as the supports, which are connected to the main span plate of 6.35 mm 211 

thick through four bolts on both sides, as seen in Fig. 4. In addition, to prevent the supports 212 

from moving horizontally, nine reinforced concrete blocks are used at both ends. Similar to the 213 

pin-roller bridge, two plates are used as the approaching and end spans. 214 
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 215 
Fig. 3. Fixed-fixed bridge setup 216 

 217 
Fig. 4. Fixed support 218 

Vehicle 219 

In this study, a robot car was designed and built as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. This car consists 220 

of two identical rectangular aluminum plates of 350 mm by 125 mm with the thickness of 3.1 221 

mm. The motor and the wheels are connected to the bottom plate. Four aluminum rods with 222 

the radius of 4 mm and length of 15 cm surrounded by four springs are used to connect the 223 

bottom plate to the top plate, where the acceleration data will be collected. Four linear bearings 224 

are connected to the top plate to ensure a smooth vertical movement on the springs. 225 

 The robot car in this experiment is capable of maintaining constant speeds between 0.2 226 

and 0.4 m/s over flat surfaces or gentle slopes. Thus, three speed cases of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 m/s 227 

are considered here. In addition, in order to model three different suspension systems, three 228 

springs with stiffness values of 425, 615 and 726 N/m are employed. These springs are herein 229 

referred to as A, B, and C, respectively. The total mass of the top plate, including the 230 

smartphone and the sensor, is kept constant to 1.2 kg in all cases to make a better comparison 231 

of the effect of the suspension system on the spectrum of the passing car. 232 
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 233 
Fig. 5. The custom-designed and -built robot car 234 

 235 
Fig. 6. Robot car on the fixed-fixed bridge 236 

Instrumentation 237 

To collect the acceleration from the car, one smartphone, Samsung Galaxy S8, with the 238 

sampling frequency of 400 Hz is used. Recording acceleration data from the smartphone is 239 

performed using an android app previously developed and used in (Mei and Gül 2018), which 240 

provides the global vertical acceleration by using gyroscope and magnetometer in combination 241 

with accelerometer. This app also applies sampling frequency correction to the recorded data. 242 

In addition to the smartphone and in order to have a benchmark for comparison, one G-Link©-243 

200 wireless accelerometer with the sampling frequency of 512 Hz is placed on the car, as seen 244 

in Fig. 5. 245 

As a verification, the acceleration data are collected from the bridge using three G-Link©-246 

200 wireless accelerometers with the sampling frequency of 512 Hz. In order to detect as many 247 
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modes as possible, these sensors are mounted at mid-span, quarter-span, and 3/8th-span of both 248 

bridges, shown previously in Fig. 1, which guarantees capturing the vibration of at least first 249 

four modes, based on the approximate mode shapes of the pin-roller and fixed-fixed beams. 250 

Analysis 251 

In this section, the analysis results are discussed in three parts. First, modal analysis of the 252 

bridge is conducted through free and tapping-forced vibration tests. Then, frequency content 253 

of the vibration of the car is investigated through non-moving suspension tests and moving off-254 

bridge tests. Finally, moving car over the bridge is investigated. 255 

Frequency analysis of the bridge 256 

This section provides an overview of the natural frequencies of two bridges considered in this 257 

study. First, a free vibration test is performed on each bridge by applying an initial deflection 258 

at 40% span length. Applying initial deflection to this point not only creates relatively larger 259 

amplitude vibration, but also excites at least the first four modes of both bridges. Fig. 7 260 

illustrates the ADFT spectrum of the acceleration signals. The three columns in this figure 261 

represent three sensors located on the bridge, and two rows represent two considered bridges. 262 

The fundamental frequency of the pin-roller and fixed-fixed bridges are identified as 7.6 and 9 263 

Hz, respectively. As expected, the amplitudes of the 1st and 3rd modes are significant in the 264 

mid-span sensor spectrum, while 2nd and 4th have a relatively major presence in the quarter-265 

span sensor spectrum, especially in the fixed-fixed bridge. The other observation is that the 266 

first mode always has the largest amplitude in the free vibration test. 267 
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Fig. 7. ADFT Spectrum of bridge sensors under free vibration of the bridge 268 

 In order to identify higher mode frequencies with higher accuracy and larger amplitudes, 269 

another test was conducted through multiple tapping over different points along the bridge, to 270 

mimic ambient vibration tests. This way, higher modes of the bridge are excited and higher 271 

peaks appear due to those modes, as seen in Fig. 8, which has a similar organization to Fig. 7. 272 

Considering the frequency range of 0~100 Hz, 2nd and 3rd modes of the pin-roller bridge are 273 

29.9 and 65.7 Hz, and 2nd to 5th modes of the fixed-fixed bridge are 26, 34.1, 50.3, and 69.8 274 

Hz, respectively.  275 

  mid-span sensor 3/8th-span sensor quarter-span sensor 
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Fig. 8. ADFT Spectrum of bridge sensors under tapping-forced vibration of the bridge 276 

First mode at 9.0 Hz 
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First mode at 9.0 Hz 

First mode at 7.6 Hz 
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Frequency analysis of the robot car 277 

The aim of this section is to experimentally investigate the frequency content of the vibration 278 

of the robot car considering three different suspension systems. First, the suspension system of 279 

the car is studied through a free vibration test, which is performed by applying an initial 280 

deflection to the top plate of the car when the car is at a stationary position.  Since the damping 281 

of the suspension system in this model is very large due to imperfections, the length of the free 282 

vibration signal is very short, i.e. around two seconds. Thus, the ADFT analysis was conducted 283 

using smaller windows, resulting in a very smooth spectrum in Fig. 9. This figure has three 284 

rows representing three spring types used in this study, and each graph contains two curves 285 

related to the sensor and the smartphone mounted on the car. As seen, the frequency of the 286 

suspension system is clearly visible in all three graphs and is equal to 3.9, 5, and 5.4 Hz, for 287 

three springs of A, B, and C, respectively. As expected, the frequency of the suspension system 288 

increases with the stiffness of the springs. 289 

 Another important observation in this figure is that the spectrum of the sensor and the 290 

smartphone agree in capturing the peak, but with different amplitudes. Since the main focus of 291 

this study is to find the significant frequencies in the spectrum, it means that smartphones can 292 

be considered a reliable tool for this purpose. 293 
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Fig. 9. ADFT Spectrum of the car sensor and smartphone under suspension test using three different springs 294 
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After analyzing the suspension system, the vibration analysis of the car while moving on 295 

a rigid surface, i.e. off-bridge test, is conducted. Such a test could be suitable for comparing 296 

the vibration of the same car moving on the bridge, in order to investigate the effect of the 297 

bridge on the car vibration. Fig. 10 demonstrates the spectrum of the sensor and the smartphone 298 

mounted on the car in different conditions. Three columns in this figure illustrate the speed 299 

values of the car, while three rows represent different springs and hence different suspension 300 

systems. As seen, there are three major peak ranges visible in these graphs. Considering v=0.2 301 

m/s, there are multiple peaks at around 14, 30, and 54 Hz. However, these peaks change to 302 

18.5, 34, and 67.5 in v=0.3 m/s, and 22, 43, and 85 in v=0.4 m/s, respectively. On the other 303 

hand, the columns of Fig. 10 prove that these peaks do not change with suspension system of 304 

the car. In fact, based on the results from Fig. 9, the frequencies of the suspension system are 305 

all below 10 Hz, which are not significantly excited in this experiment in Fig. 10. The reason 306 

could be the fact that unless there is a huge surface disruption, like potholes, the suspension 307 

frequency will be noticeably less excited with respect to other sources of vibration, like motor 308 

vibration or the moving frequency of the vehicle. In addition, similar to Fig. 9, this experiment 309 

corroborates the application of smartphones to detect frequency content of the car. 310 

    car sensor smartphone  
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Fig. 10. ADFT Spectrum of the car sensor and smartphone under off-bridge test using three different springs at 311 
three different speeds 312 
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Frequency analysis of the robot car moving on the bridge 313 

In this section, the vibration recorded on the car while moving on the bridge is studied. Similar 314 

to the previous section of Frequency analysis of the bridge, first the condition of the moving 315 

car as the only source of vibration, i.e. with no external force acting on the bridge, is considered. 316 

Afterward, along with the car moving, multiple tapping on different points on the bridge is 317 

applied, to account for larger vibrations of the bridge due to other forces, such as other cars or 318 

wind loads. Comparing the frequency contents of this section with those of off-bridge 319 

experiment in the previous section of Frequency analysis of the robot car makes it possible to 320 

identify the effect of bridge vibration on the recorded acceleration on the car. 321 

 Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the spectrums of the car moving over pin-roller and fixed-fixed 322 

bridges, respectively, while there are no external forces acting on the bridge. The organizations 323 

of both figures are similar to Fig. 10 except that there are vertical dashed lines added to the 324 

graphs showing the first three frequencies of each bridge identified through the bridge 325 

experiments. Both Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 almost show the same pattern seen in the off-bridge 326 

analysis, Fig. 10, with the only difference that there is one extra relatively sharp peak below 10 327 

Hz, close to the fundamental frequency of the bridge. In Fig. 11, the first peak in the first 328 

column, i.e. when v=0.2m/s, is equal to 7.3 Hz, while this peak changes to 7.2 and 7 Hz for 329 

v=0.3m/s and v=0.4m/s, respectively. This deviation from the exact bridge frequency, 7.6 Hz, 330 

verifies the previously shown phenomena of shifted frequency (Yang et al. 2004) of the bridge 331 

in the vibration of the car, which increases with the speed of the vehicle. Likewise, in Fig. 12, 332 

the identified frequencies of the bridge are 8.7, 8.6, and 8.4 for v=0.2m/s, v=0.3m/s, and 333 

v=0.4m/s, respectively, compared to the exact fundamental frequency of 9 Hz. 334 
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Fig. 11. ADFT Spectrum of the car sensor and smartphone under free on-bridge test on the pin-roller bridge 335 
using three different springs at three different speeds 336 
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Fig. 12. ADFT Spectrum of the car sensor and smartphone under free on-bridge test on the fixed-fixed bridge 337 
using three different springs at three different speeds 338 

As seen in both Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, it seems that higher modes are either not excited or 339 

their amplitude is very low when there is no other source of excitation except the moving car. 340 

In fact, in this experiment, the higher modes of the bridge, excited with relatively lower 341 

amplitudes, lie within the peaks of the car spectrum, excited with significantly larger 342 

amplitudes, preventing those modes to be visible in the combined vibration spectrum. 343 
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However, the fundamental frequency of the bridge is below 10 Hz, where there are no 344 

significant peaks visible in the off-bridge spectrum in Fig. 10. 345 

 In real life situations, there are many sources of excitation acting simultaneously on the 346 

bridge, e.g. many cars moving in multiple lanes in similar or opposite directions, effects of 347 

winds, etc., which results in larger vibration of the bridge and hence stronger presence of its 348 

frequencies in the car spectrum. Therefore, another set of experiments was conducted by 349 

tapping multiple points along the bridge while the car moves over the bridge. Fig. 13 and Fig. 350 

14 illustrate the spectrum of the car vibration during this experiment for pin-roller and fixed-351 

fixed bridges, respectively. As expected, the presence of tapping-forced excitation that mimics 352 

other real-life sources of excitation increases the bridge vibration, resulting in a clear 353 

significant peak close to the fundamental frequency of the bridge. In addition, in some cases 354 

for pin-roller bridge and nearly all cases in the fixed-fixed bridge, the second mode of the 355 

bridge is also clearly present in the car spectrum. 356 
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Fig. 13. ADFT Spectrum of the car sensor (black line) and smartphone (red line) under tapping-forced on-bridge 357 
test on the pin-roller bridge using three different springs at three different speeds 358 

 359 
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Fig. 14. ADFT Spectrum of the car sensor and smartphone under tapping-forced on-bridge test on the fixed-360 
fixed bridge using three different springs at three different speeds 361 

 The important conclusion from this section is that if there is a substantial difference 362 

between the frequencies of the bridge and different cars passing over the bridge, it is possible 363 

to detect the shifted fundamental frequency of the bridge using the acceleration signal of the 364 

car recorded on the smartphone. In addition, with sufficient vibration of the bridge, there is a 365 

potential that second mode of the bridge could be captured as well. Moreover, it should be 366 

noted that, in future studies, the speed of the car while crossing the bridge can be easily obtained 367 

using the built-in GPS of smartphone and this information can be used to eliminate the effects 368 

of the speed on the identified frequencies. 369 

Application to Bridge State Detection  370 

This section focuses on the application of the proposed frequency analysis of smartphone data 371 

for assessing the changes in the structural condition of the bridge. Consider a large number of 372 

smartphones, as sources of data, located on many cars with different systems traveling over a 373 

bridge at different speeds. It is shown in this paper that it is possible to capture at least the first 374 

shifted frequency of the bridge through frequency analysis of the acceleration signals recorded 375 
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on smartphones. At this point, the main challenge is the damage detection capability of such 376 

signals. 377 

In order to investigate the potential of the framework presented in this paper for damage 378 

detection of bridges, analysis results presented in the previous sections are compared in Fig. 379 

15Error! Reference source not found.. The organization of this figure is similar to previous 380 

figures containing all cases of different suspension systems at different speeds. However, each 381 

graph contains three curves: off-bridge spectrum with a black solid line, on-bridge spectrum 382 

over the pin-roller bridge with a red solid line, and on-bridge spectrum over the fixed-fixed 383 

bridge with a blue solid line, all using recorded signals with the smartphone. In addition, exact 384 

values of the fundamental frequencies of both bridges are shown using dashed lines, i.e. red 385 

line for pin-pin bridge and blue line for fixed-fixed bridge. Note that a narrow range of 0~20 386 

Hz has been selected to concentrate on the fundamental frequency of the bridge in the 387 

spectrums. 388 

 Fig. 15Error! Reference source not found. illustrates that if there are many different 389 

vehicles moving over a bridge, it is possible to identify changes in the frequency of the bridge 390 

in most cases, although this deviation is not clearly captured in some cases, especially in higher 391 

speeds. The off-bridge spectrum provides a reliable tool to distinguish between car-related and 392 

bridge related peaks. Although the source and amount of the shift in the frequency of the bridge 393 

is still unknown and a subject of contention in the literature, these experiments demonstrate 394 

that it is possible to use smartphone data to detect changes in the bridge state, such as boundary 395 

conditions. The relatively large mass ratio of the robot car to the bridge in the experiments 396 

plays a major role in increasing the shift of the identified frequency since the mass distribution 397 

of the system changes as the car passes over the bridge and the frequency tends to be smaller 398 

due to larger total weight. It is expected that in real-life practice with lower mass ratio of car to 399 

bridge, the amount of the shift would be smaller. 400 
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Fig. 15. ADFT Spectrum of the smartphone under off-bridge test, on-bridge test over the pin-roller bridge, and 401 
on-bridge test over the fixed-fixed bridge using three different springs at three different speeds 402 

 In order to investigate the capability of detecting bridge frequency, the peak picking 403 

technique described in the Methodology section is employed to the data in Fig. 15. The 404 

resulting peak scores are then used to find the most probable range for the frequency of both 405 

pin-pin and fixed-fixed bridges. For this purpose, successive 0.5 Hz-wide windows are 406 

considered in each spectrum and the score of all peaks in those windows are averaged. This 407 

averaged score represents the significance of the peaks in each frequency range of that 408 

spectrum. Comparing averaged peak scores for each frequency range among two different 409 

passes, i.e. off-bridge, pin-pin, or fixed-fixed bridge, makes it possible to detect the frequency 410 

range with the largest score change, which represents the frequency range of the corresponding 411 

bridge. 412 

This process is conducted on all different combinations of suspension and speed shown in 413 

Fig. 15 and the results are illustrated in Figs. 16-18. The red and blue dashed lines in these 414 

figures show the fundamental frequency of pin-pin and fixed-fixed bridges, respectively. Fig. 415 

16 demonstrates the change in the averaged peak score of pin-pin bridge with respect to off-416 

bridge condition. As seen, the largest increase in the averaged peak score is in 7-8 Hz range, 417 
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which are close to the exact frequency of 7.6 Hz. It is expected that most of the bridge-related 418 

peaks are smaller than 7.6 since the shifted frequency is expected to be smaller. Similarly, Fig. 419 

17 that represents the change in the averaged peak score of fixed-fixed bridge with respect to 420 

off-bridge shows the most changes in 7.5-9 Hz, close to 9 Hz of fixed-fixed bridge fundamental 421 

frequency. 422 
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Fig. 16. Averaged peak score change of all passes on pin-pin bridge vs. off-bridge 423 
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Fig. 17. Averaged peak score change of all passes on fixed-fixed bridge vs. off-bridge 424 

 More insights are provided by comparing the passes over pin-pin and fixed-fixed bridges. 425 

Fig. 18 illustrates the same score change described in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 considering the fixed-426 

fixed bridge as the baseline. As seen, there is a large drop in the averaged peak score of the 427 
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frequencies near fixed-fixed bridge, while there is a large increase close to that of the pin-pin 428 

bridge. This plot represents the main output of this section, which is bridge state detection. 429 

Using the vibration data from different cars with different speeds passing over two different 430 

bridge states, this methodology would be able detect the change in the frequency of those 431 

bridges without a prior knowledge of their frequency. 432 
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Fig. 18. Averaged peak score change of all passes on pin-pin bridge vs. fixed-fixed bridge 433 

It is noteworthy that the resolution and accuracy of the identified frequencies are expected 434 

to increase with the use of future smartphones as the quality and performance of the built-in 435 

sensors in smartphones increase considerably in time. For example, the maximum sampling 436 

frequency for a Samsung Galaxy S5 is 200Hz whereas it is 400Hz for the Samsung Galaxy s8 437 

used for the experiments presented in this paper. Such developments in technology will further 438 

increase the benefits of the framework presented in this paper.  439 

Conclusions 440 

This study proposes a crowdsensing framework for utilizing smartphone data to evaluate 441 

populations of bridges in future smart cities. The analysis framework and experimental results 442 

presented in this paper demonstrate that the fundamental frequency and possibly higher mode 443 

frequencies of a bridge can be detected by analyzing the vibration data recorded using a 444 

smartphone on a vehicle crossing the bridge. Different combinations of the suspension springs 445 
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and speeds for the vehicle as well as considering two bridges with different support systems 446 

provide strong evidence for the robustness of the method against vehicle and bridge properties. 447 

In addition, since any severe damage to the bridge will have a significant impact on its 448 

fundamental frequency, this study proves that there is a possibility that such damage could be 449 

identified through an appropriate crowdsensing framework which gathers data from a large 450 

population of smartphones on different cars passing over a bridge. Furthermore, this study 451 

shows that despite the fact that the identified frequency of the bridge using vibration data of 452 

the vehicle is shifted, and the magnitude of this shift is still unknown for different vehicle-453 

bridge systems, it is still possible to successfully detect the frequency change of the bridge. It 454 

is noted that the surface roughness is expected to play a significant role in the recorded 455 

acceleration signals and its effect on the performance of the proposed methodology needs to 456 

be investigated in future studies. The most significant factor on the frequency shift was 457 

identified as the speed of the car, which can be recorded through GPS sensor inside the 458 

smartphone without the need of installing extra sensors. 459 
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Fig. 16. Averaged peak score change of all passes on pin-pin bridge vs. off-bridge 610 

Fig. 17. Averaged peak score change of all passes on fixed-fixed bridge vs. off-bridge 611 
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